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PURPOSE
The purpose of this technical implementing procedure (TIP) is to describe the procedure that will be employed for user-calibration of a digital caliper used in the determination of specimen dimensions. A caliper is used for some of the activities of the Scientific Investigation Plan (SIP) "Metal Barrier Selection and Testing" (SIP-CM-01, WBS # 1.2.2.5.1). In particular, it will be used for Activity E-20-50, "Long-Term Corrosion Studies."
SCOPE
This procedure describes the methodology for user calibration of a Fowler Ultra-Cal Mark III digital caliper. National Institutes of Standards and Technology (NIST) traceable gauge blocks are employed in the calibration procedure.
RESPONSlBlLlTlES
The Principal Investigator (PI) or designee is responsible for the conduct of the activities and methods described in this procedure, and maintaining scientific notebooks and/or electronic recording media.
The Technical Area Leader (TAL) is responsible for verifying that this procedure meets the objectives of the SIP "Metal Barrier Selection and Testing" (SIP-CM-01, WBS # 1.2.2.5.1) and its associated Activity Plans.
The YMP Quality Assurance Manager is responsible for monitoring the implementation of this TIP and for assuring the continuing effectiveness of the applicable controls. Es. The user will handle the gauge blocks so as not to damage them.
C.
The gauge blocks will be stored in a safe and secure location. Record certified dimensions, including tolerances, of gauge block standards, the calibration certification numbers, the certification date, and any other pertinent information. This information needs only to be entered once into the scientific notebook or electronic database, that is, it is not necessary to enter this information each time the digital calipers are calibrated.
5.
Zero the Digital Caliper 1.
Wipe the jaws with a lint-free dsth dipped in isopropanol.
2.
Slide caliper completely to the left until measuring surfaces contact each other.
3.
Zero the caliper reading (see section 6.0) C. Measure calibrated gauge blocks and record the measurements.
Gauge blocks with nominal dimensions close to the specimen dimensions shall be measured.
The following operations shall be repeated for each gauge block: Open the calipers nominally 0.5 inches greater than the gauge block to be measured. With surfaces of gauge block perpendicular to the caliper measuring, slide the calipers to the left until they contact the specimen. Record the measurement.
FREQUENCY OF CALIBRATION
The caliper will be. calibrated by a user prior to obtaining measurements of a specimen or a set of specimens. 
... +/-5 microinches
The gage blocks in this set are expected to remain within the estimated uncertainty during the calibration interval provided they are not physically damaged.
cc++ dk+f--- (1) is needed lo obtain the funclion "HOLD" on Ihe display. The measured value is now retained unlil the "HOLD" is cleared. (Renewed pressing of button (1).
No/e: If the caliper is connecled IO a compuler or printer using RS-232 oulpul and the measured vaIuI: is lransmitled, the HOLD funclion will be cleared. II is no1 possible lo relurn to funclion 1 while "HOLD" is displayed.
-Application of button (2): Only a prolonged press of this button is needed lo reset lo funclion 1.
Swilching "OFF" the caliper display unit: A prolonged press of bullon (1) will switch "OFF" the display. The actual "set" lunction has nc influence. The original value is retained providing the slide is not displaced.
